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D - 94574 Wallerfing
Germany

Order / Disclaimer

All prices inclusive German VAT

Decotrainer, 1 licence for 1 computer, including all future updates free of charge (unlimited).
Software key will be provided by eMail, hardware key has to be sent by physical letter.
 Decotrainer "Tec diver" 1 licence 110.00 €
 Decotrainer "Tec diver" 1 additional licence   40.00 €
 Decotrainer "Tec diver" 1 USB Dongle (Hardware key)   70.00  €

only supplementary to ″Tec-diver″ licence
 Decotrainer "Scuba diver" 1 licence   50.00 €
 Decotrainer "Scuba diver" 1 additional licence   25.00 €

 Download (no physical letter)        0.00 €
 Physical letter     CD-ROM     USB Dongle         4.00 €

Sum                                      

I transfer the sum to the bank account. After receipt of money, the software will be delivered.

As user of the computer software Decotrainer I accept:

(1) Decotrainer is a computer program for visualizing of gas saturations during diving. It is a tool for teaching.
The program is not intended for using for real dives. If I use the data, which  Decotrainer calculates, for real
dives, I have to take care:
(2) I  have to  check the results  for  validity  and conclusiveness.  This  can be done by checking with  another
independent computer program. 
(3) I have to use a suitable diving computer during my dive for permanent checking.
(4) Dives,  especially  dives  into  great  depths  and/or  dives  using  multiple  gas  mixes,  are  potentially  very
dangerous.  Technical  diving  requires  profound  knowledge  and  practical  experiences  and  therefore  a  good
training. Wrong planning of the dive may cost your life. This program cannot substitute your own knowledge and
experience.  The program  requires  your  own  knowledge  and  experience.  Your  life  depends  on  the  correct
decompression plan.
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